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Spiegel wins BOA post
by PATSTIMAC
Assistant editor
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Dads to visit Saturday
"Open the door and come on in" is the theme for Dad's Day 1975 set
for Saturday. The day is set aside to introduce fathers to the OCE
campus.
Dad's Day Schedule
0a'm
'— ••
Registration
College Center Main Concourse
a m
• •;
General Assembly
College Center Pacific Room
Speakers:
Lisa Klammer, Dad's Day Chairman
Dr. Leonard Rice, President of OCE
Ruth Odegaard Daniels, ASOCE President
10:00 am
Club Meetings
Dad s Club, Pacific Room
Mom's Club, Willamette Room
Luncheon in Pacific Room
1:30 p m
Football Game: OCE vs. WWSC
Stadium
^ Games Room will be open and free of charge all afternoon.
,' p m
Dorm Activities
m
Dinner in Food Services Bldg.
P,m
Buddy Rich Concert
New PE Gym

Bargaining okayed,
no union selected
The OCE faculty voted 124
to 61 in favor of collective
bargaining Tuesday. The
bargaining unit which will
represent the faculty was not
determined,
however,
because the vote was so
close.
The American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) came out
°n top of the tally with 72
votes. American Association
at University Professors
AAUP) trailed by only four
votes with a total of 68. The
third unit vying for the right
to represent the faculty,
yrcgon State Employes
Association, gained 44 votes.
A runoff between AFT and
AAUP will be held to de
termine which one will be the
the OCE union. At this time

the runoff date has not been
set.
The ballot was divided into
two parts. The first part
asked whether or not the
faculty member wanted
OCE to participate in
collective bargaining. The
second part listed each unit
and asked the faculty
member to vote for one.
AFT gained most of its
vote from "yes" ballots.
AAUP gained many votes
from "no" ballots, but also
showed strong on "yes"
ballots.
The election was super
vised by the Oregon Em
ploye Relations Board. Dean
of Faculty Bert Kersh stated
"The election was very well
conducted."

Don Spiegel, a junior majoring
in elementary education, was
named
the
new
ASOCE
Administrative
Officer
last
Monday by senate. Spiegel lives
at 220 South Knox No. 4 in
Monmouth and is currently
carrying over a 3.0 grade
average.
Spiegel was chosen over two
other candidates who were
recommended to the senate by
the executive board, Sherri
George and Brian Knutson.
Spiegel was probably selected
on the basis of his depth of ex
perience both here and at Central
Oregon Community College,
(COSC).
At OCE Spiegel has served both
as a Financial Board member
and as a senator. He was head
photographer for the Lamron last
year.
^
Spiegel's
best
experience
comes from when he was a
student at COSC. He served as a
senator, a member of elected and
appointed committees, and in a
student-faculty court. His ex
perience covers more than just
student government, however, as
he was involved at a statewide
level with the Oregon Community
College Association.
Before
Spiegel's
election,
Senator Wally Lien questioned
the method the executive board
used in recommending the three
candidates for the position. Lien
wanted the position held open
until a general election could take
place. He didn't have any quarrel
with the three that executive
board selected, just the method
by which it was done. His motion
for a general election was
defeated.
Spiegel's main reason for
seeking the office was to con
centrate his efforts in one
position. "I see no immediate
radical change as being needed;
the office will best be served by a
person willing to deliver energy
and honest application for con
tinual improvement," he said.
"I intend to work hard to im-

prove the students' awareness of
how their money is used for them,
a"n hopeful'y their awareness
will lead to enough knowledge to
prompt them to vote come
election day. It will take a bit of
effort by all of us; this is my
committment to do my part as
administrative officer."
His ideas for improving the
number of voters are not that
unique but are simply stated. He
feels that if you walk up to the
average student and ask them if
they voted they will say "for
what? instead of "I don't want
to." It is because the majority of
students don't know what is going
on that they don't vote, not
because they just don't care, he
said.
Spiegel
replaces
Jim
Harrington, who resigned last

year. His duties are not really
that extensive, but rather piled
up right now. More than 24 clubs
need to be chartered before they
can receive their budgeted
monies.
His other duties will be forming
a board and presiding at its
meetings, serving as a voting
member of executive board, and
reporting
all
Board
of
Administration decisions within
two school days after they're
made. He and his board are
responsible for holding all
ASOCE regular and special
elections, and are to "interpret,
review and revise the con
stitution."
The Board of Administration
also works with the Student
Conduct Committee and serves
as an appeal board when
necessary.

Homecoming set
"When Will I See You Again"
will be the theme of OCE's 1975
Homecoming Week, which will
officially start Monday. The
colors will be the customary red
gray and silver.
Eight princesses will
be
elected, one from each dorm
(Barnum, Butler, Gentle, Lan
der's men and women) and three
off-campus
representatives.
Voting for
the off-campus
princesses was held Monday and
Tuesday.
"Nominations are open to any
student of OCE in good standing,
subject to approval by the
Homecoming Committee," said
Alice
Crino,
Homecoming
Chairman. The Committee is
made up of Crino, Doug Yates,
Student
Activities
Director,
Candy Harley, Social Board
director, Dena Minato, InterDorm Council president.
Voting for the queen will be
held in the College Center bet
ween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
and 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Tuesday.
Coronation of the queen will be
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the College
Center Coffee Shop. A reception
will follow the coronoation.

The planting of the queen's rose
and signing of the queen's walk
will take place Wednesday. The
court will be serenaded by each
of the dorms at 7 p.m. A
Homecoming Halloween movie,
"Night of the Living Dead", wili
be sponsored by Barnum Hall in
the Food Services Building.
The Homecoming court will
have lunch with the Rotary Club
next Thursday. A tug of war
between the dorms will be held
behind Gentle Hall at 7 that night.
Noise parade will be held at 7
p.m. next Friday.
Dorm decorations will be
judged between 9:30 a.m. and 10
a.m. Nov. 1. The Homecoming
football game between the
Wolves and SOSC will start at
1:30 p.m. The spirit rally, in
troduction of the court, in
troduction of the football team of
1965, and announcement of the
Dorm decoration winners will
take place at half-time.
The Class of '65 will have its
ten-year reunion dinner and
alumini reception immediately
following the game.
A dance will be sponsored by
Lander's women from 9 p.m. to
midnight.
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AnOregon Employes Relations Board representative supervised the faculty collective bargaining
vote Tuesday In the College Center Willamette Room while OCE faculty looked on. The faculty
approved bargaining by a vote of 124 to 61.

What time is it?

,

Fixina
campus clocks dangerous, expensive
FIA.II i y ^ ^ 1 1 ^

all done in one cycle, and may
while trying to fix the clock with have to wait another hour to
by LEE KELLEY
the
other.
There
was
no
injury
in
Lamron Staff
either case but if either situation catch up completely.
When someone inexperienced
Why do the clocks at OCE had involved a person with a removes the glass clock face and
always seem to have the wrong weak heart, it could have become tries to adjust the clock by
a serious mishap.
time?
moving the hands, the automatic
Whenever maintenance men
"Many problems relating to the
corrective cycle may easily be
clocks have been caused by must make repairs, the clocks disrupted. In addition, clocks in
unauthorized persons tampering are always first disconnected adjacent rooms may also be
with the clock mechanisms," from the power source. All the thrown off time.
said Ernie Gresham, physical clocks on campus except those in
In addition to people tampering
the new PE building and the
plant superintendent.
with the clocks, clocks can get off
Faculty, students and staff College Center operate off a time through a prolonged elec
have all been guilty of this, and single master clock located in the
trical outage or a mechanical
admittedly they often have the physical plant.
In many cases when a clock failure.
honorable intention of trying to
In the event of an electrical
gets off time it will automatically
correct an inaccurate clock.
blackout less than 15 minutes in
"Not only do such correction be corrected if it is left alone.
length, the clocks will normally
attempts rarely work, they may This is normally done by an
continue to run off the tension
damage the clock and can also be electrical impulse from the
built up in their mainspring.
dangerous to the person at master clock that occurs once
There were two separate power
tempting the repair," Gresham every hour and which is used to
outages, just before the begin
synchronize
all
other
clocks
with
said.
ning of fall term lasting about
The potential danger is from the master clock's time.
Students may have noticed a half an hour. These messed up
electric shock from those clocks
which are still plugged in. clock making a whirring noise as the clocks for a time.
When a clock breaks down, it
Gresham knows of a couple of the minute hand starts moving.
instances where people have This is the result of the corrective may not be immediately called to
received 110 volt shocks from cycle. The corrective cycle only the attention of the physical
changing the clocks. One student operates for a short time every plant. Janitors, the only main
was holding onto a metal water hour, so if the clock has a lot of tenance personnel who regularly
pipe for support with one hand, catching up to do it may not get it go into each classroom, have
their own heavy work schedule to
follow, and may not notice
inaccurate clocks.
"It is getting more and more
expensive to repair clocks. Most
intricate clock repair work is
62,808, an increase of 5.9 per
OCE had the largest
cent above the budgeted
done by clock specialists out of
percentage
fall
term
number. Last year's fall
Portland, and their base service
enrollment increase in the
state system, according to
term enrollment was 61,070.
charge in $19 per hour,"
Chancellor Roy Lieuallen of
Gresham said.
University of Oregon still
Having damaged clocks fixed
the State Board of Higher
has the largest
total
Education. OCE has had a 15
can sometimes cost as much as
enrollment with 17,402.
per cent gain, putting
getting a new one, which runs
Oregon State and Portland
enrollment at 3,453.
about $40.
State follow with 16,592 and
In addition to being expensive,
15,597.
trying to get the clocks fixed can
The
state
system
Eastern Oregon State was
also mean a long wait. The last
enrollment exceeds that
the only state system school
time Gresham called for the
estimated in the 1975
to lose students. Its count is
services of a clock repairman, he
legislative budget. The
currently 1,377, 9.5 per cent
found he was the fourtieth cus
system has an enrollment of
less than predicted.
tomer on their waiting list and
he had to wait almost a month
before he could get someone
|JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII£
down to fix the problem.
Gresham admitted that the

Enrollment up

REFRIGERATORS
| 2 cubic ft. refrigerators - 12 left 1
| for rent. Call 753-1473 collect. |
| Leave name and dorm room 1
| with the answering service. I
| Cost is $7.50 per month. Will |
1 deliver in the evening.

save the life
of a
friend with
your blood
at the
OCE blood
drawing
October
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The
fashionable
wedding ring

The Name Chain
says it all.

c_y4rt Carved

. because it's
a custom-made
name bracelet.
Individual sculptured
pewter letters or numbers
are linked together to spell a
name, a date, a message ... anything'
The Name Chain. The perfect gift
for only $19.95.
Order by mail or visit our store
and we'll make The Name Cham
while you wait.

OTHE NOME CHRINL*

Jackson Jewelers
n w
Page 2
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Watson House new
center for Odd Squad
The Watson House, formerly
known as the "People Place,"
has a new purpose. Located on
the north side of Swindel Hall, the
Watson House will now be the
Odd Squad headquarters.
Odd? Well, let's say this group
is just a bit different from the
average OCE student. They are
academic re-entry students who
are over age 25, returning to
college after an absence, or
starting a new college career.
The group explores and ex
periences unique to this age
group, and encourages friendship
between the students. Most of the
academic re-entry students live
off campus, have families, and
perhaps jobs. For a mother who
has raised a family, a father
changing careers, or anyone
returning to college after an
absence, it can be quite a

traumatic experience walking
onto a campus dominated by the
18 to 25 year old students. The
Odd Squad offers safety in
numbers.
Though
exact
enrollment figures are not
available, it is estimated that
one-sixth of the students at OCE
are in this older age group.
The Watson House will serve as
a gathering place for meetings,
social functions, or a place to
escape betwen classes. It offers
comfortable chairs and couches,
tea, coffee, coke and a dart
board.
Any older students that are
interested may drop by the
Watson House any time during
the day, or may join the Odd
Squad for an informal brown-bag
lunch at noon every Monday in
the College Center Willamette
Room.

VOTE
for the
Homecoming
Queen

ELIPSE

ArtCarved wedding rings. Distinctively styled.
Arranged in fashion collections, from contempo
rary to antique. Let us help you choose the ring
that's right for your love.

225 Liberty St. N.E. Ph. 363-5640
Salem, Oregon 97301

really doesn't need that type
_ problem
problem has
clock
has been
been a
a sore
sore reallyf^tneedOm^
sophisticated equipment at t.lls
subject for the last couple of
years. "Many other schools, time. The present cost of the
however,
have
a
similar system is a little steep; Gresham
said it cost close to one milli0n
problem," he said.
While Gresham tries to keep dollars for U of C's entire system
In the meatime OCE will have
his staff on top of the problem, it
sometimes seems to him that no to survive with its present means
sooner are the clocks corrected of clock control.
About 35 clocks have had to be
than something occurs to mess
replaced
this year at a cost of 40
them up again. "Right now,"
however, I think that everything dollars per clock. "Most of the
clock replacements were the
is on."
While most schools use the result of improper tampering
same type of master clock with the clocks. Most clocks run
system
as
OCE,
Gresham many years without trouble if
learned of a new system while they are properly cared for,"
attending a Portland meeting Gresham said.
Gresham said that while it
sponsored by a
group
of
engineering firms. The system wouldn't be impossible to fit
was designed to reduce power clocks with locks to keep peqpje
from tampering with them, the
consumption.
In the computer-controlled cost of such a lock might run
system functions of heating, more than the clock itself. As an
lighting and clocks are all con example, the average door knob
trolled from one location. The and lock combination runs about
system is now in use on the $70. "Just how far we should go in
University of California campus. putting a lock on things-where
But Gresham noted that OCE does one draw the line?"

by Kimtron

College Center
Concourse
Monday - October 27

TfltUCUUL
837 Main St. - Dallas, Ore.
Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.

Tuesday - October 28

News Synopsis
Compiled by PATSTIMAC
Assistant editor

GOP leaders critical
LOS ANGLELES - Once again President Gerald Ford and
assassination attempts are in the news. National GOP leaders have
been critical of Ford's "get to know you," handshaking policies and
have repeatedly asked him to refrain from it. Now two men were in
dicted in Los Angeles by a federal grand jury on charges of plotting to
assassinate President Ford in Sacramento, Calif., the same day that
Charles Manson follower Lynette Fromme allegedly pointed a gun at
the President.
Gary DeSure of Montana and Preston Mayo of Virginia may
possibly be arraigned for the indictment on Oct. 28. There is no known
connection between this attempt and Miss Fromme's. The two men
are in custody in Santa Barbara.
The indictment brought against the two men alledges that one of
them was to detonate an explosive in the sewer line while the other
was to fire a shot at the President. No motive has yet been uncovered.

Parents feel 'no hope'

Lamron photo by DARYL BONITZ

The games room In the College Center Is taking on a new look as carpenters began some
remodeling workMonday. Included In the remodeling were these shelf-llke posts and the partition
in the background between the vending machines and the pool tables.

Campus policy to stay dry'
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Staff
Willamette University in Salem
and Oregon State University in
Corvallis have recently made the
decision of allowing 21-year old
students to possess and consume
alcohol in their dorm rooms . At
this time, however, it looks as
though OCE won't be following in
their footsteps.
Monmouth is a "dry" town,
which means a city ordinance
prohibits the consumption of
alcohol in public buildings. The
ironic thing is that OCE is on
state property.
"Last spring the district at
torney was asked to decide
whether alcohol could be per
mitted in the dorms because the
college was on state property. He
ruled that the dorms were public
buildings, and therefore must
conform to the city ordinance,"
said Dean Blake Moranville.
Moranville was surprised at
the ruling. Since the dorms are a
home, and are not open to all the
students, as is the College Center,
he feels that they should have
been ruled private, not public
buildings.
There are only two ways OCE

will be able to allow alcohol in the
dorms for students 21 and older.
First, the city could abolish the
ordinance
against
alcohol.
Second, the aftorney general
could change his ruling and
decide the dorms are private
rather than public buildings. If
either do happen, the college
itself will then have to decide if it
will allow alcohol on campus.
One story that has circulated
around the campus is that the
land on which the college is built
was donated with the provision
that alcohol could never be
consumed on the land. This story
apparently dates back to the days
when OCE was a Christian
College. Moranville is unsure if
there is any truth in the story.
Even if the story is true, when the

SPAIN - Spanish athorities denied reports Tuesday that President
Francisco Franko had died. The reports came from a top U.S. em
bassy official in a memo to the White House.
The Spanish government spokesman said that Franko had had a
heart attack, but was feeling better. He also denied that any change of
government had taken place.
Franko was reported to be resting comfortably in the hospital, with
family and friends coming to see him..

LARRY'S AUTO PARTS
"Quality parts at fair prices"
Come by and check out our
GABRIEL 4 for the price of
3 shock sale, or just say "hi"!

221-3041

(Collect)

CAREER

838-3109

OPPORTUNITIES

Explore the many chal
lenging career opportu
nities available to you as
a Naval Officer in today's
modern Navy. Your Navy
Officer Team is available
to discuss your opportu
nities for leadership, re
sponsibility and profes
sional growth in:

to graduate

October 23, 1975

Fronko in critical state

OFFICER PROGRAMS
NRD PORTLAND

Police officers

Thirty nine police recruits will
graduate from the Oregon Police
Academy at OCE tomorrow at 1
p.m.
The academy is part of the
training program administered
by the Oregon Board on Police
Standards and Training, and is
designed to furnish training for
city and county law enforcement
officers from - throughout the
state.
The graduates just completed a
seven week course. Over 200
officers have already
suc
cessfully completed the academy
in previous classes. Twenty-eight
different
law
enforcement
agencies are represented by the
graduates of this class.
Jay William Wann, Lake
Oswego police department, was
elected president by members of
the class. David Lee Ammons,
Weston plice department, was
elected vice-president.
John W. O'Rourke of the
Portland branch of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation will
present the graduation address.
Oean of Students Jack Morton
will also speak. A reception for
family and friends will follow the
graduation exercises.

provision probably went out when
the land was donated.
"If OCE ever allows alcohol in
the dorms, enforcing the law
(letting only 21 year-old or older
students consume alcohol) will be
extremely difficult," Moranville
said.
"How responsible is that 21year old when an 18-year old
comes and gets a drink from
him?" said Moranville. Alcohol is
the number one problem of
college students. It causes more
to flunk out than any other reason
and is a major cause behind
tickets and accidents.
"I'm not too sure if drinking in
the dorms is too wise," Moran
ville said. "If the drinking age
was 18, maybe it would be dif
ferent.

MORRISTOWN, N.J. -- Karen Ann Quinlan, the young woman who is
in a deep coma, responds to light, sound and pain according to her
physician, Dr. Robert J. Morse. He therefore will not disconnect a
respirator to end her life.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Quinlan, Karen's parents, feel there is no
hope for their daughter's recovery. Their attorney, Paul Armstrong,
urged the judge to "let Karen depart in peace and dignity." He will
introduce testimony showing that weeks before she entered into a
coma, she and her mother were talking about two friends that had
been dying of cancer. At that time, Armstrong said, the girl told her
mother that she would never like to be kept alive by extraordinary
means.
The Quinlans, who describe themselves as devout Catholics, were
accompanied in the first day of trial by three Roman Catholic priests.
The trial is expected to last two weeks.

140 W. Main St.

ANNOUNCEMENT
CALIFORNIA'S

LAW

SCHOOL

I

COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY
A C C RA
EN
DITED

LAW

SCHOOL

OFFERS A PROGRAM OF
FULL-TIME LAW STUDY
TO BEGIN IN JANUARY

IN INDEPENDENCE

WEE SHop

"WeBabvYourBug"

LARGEST

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

CIVIL ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
AVIATION MAINTENANCE
AVIATION LAW

*

Monmouth

^

I

E I TI N
H E R 2 y 2 o r 3 Y E A R S of F U L L - T I M E low study
(15-16 classroom Hours per week); or

i

IN EITHER 3y2 or 4 YEARS of PART-TIME day, evening,
or weekend low study (3 dosses per week, 3-4 hours
per class);
You con earn your JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.) degree and
qualify fo take the CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION.

"Our Work & Prices
Are Second to None"

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
PAINT AND BODY WORK
TUNE UPS

1111 North State College
Fullerton, CA 92631
(714) 993-7600

Dept. "147"

APPLY NOW FOR DAY, EVENING, OR WEEKEND
CLASSES BEGINNING JANUARY 19, 1976
SIMILAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE AT COORDINATE
CAMPUS IN SAN DIEGO
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS
•
APPROVED FOR VETERANS
|

838-9979
300 N. Main. Indp
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Opinion

Clorificotion

neec/ecf

The selection of the new ASOCE Administrative Of
ficer, Don Spiegel, has raised questions this week as to
the completeness of fhe ASOCE constitution. Seven
applications for Administrafive Officer were received in
thP ASOCE office These applications were then
screenecHjy .he E«ec U .ive BoaS
board narrowed
the number of candidates to three, whom they
presented to senate. The board members used such
criteria as who they felt was most qualified, who t ey
felf they could work with, and who would have the most
time to devote to the office.
_
,
The three candidates selected by the Executive Board
were then presented to the senate, which voted to select
Spiegel Monday afternoon.
Some have wondered whether this method of
narrowing down the candidates was constitutional.
There is no question that it was. Article 1, section 1 of the
constitution states that the Executive Board may make
recommendations to fill vacancies as they arise. Article
VII, section 8 further states that "Any ASOCE office
which is not covered in subsequent articles may be filled
by completing the criteria for holding office and by
Senate appointment fofhat office." Thus, in the strictest
sense the constitution was followed. Yet is this a fair
and efficient method of filling vacancies?
We are not questioning the integrity of the Executive
Board. It did an excellent job of narrowing down the
candidates. Yet if the same situation occurred in a few
years and the Board was not so competent, the situation
could be hazardous.
Perhaps the best way of insuring that situation never
develops is to clarify the constitution, setting down a
step-by-step method by which the board is to narrow
candidates for office. For example, perhaps the board
should be required to hold a formal interview with each
candidate. In the current case a member of the
Executive Board talked informally to each applicant,
but perhaps a formal interview would be more valuable.
Another method, which admittedly has its pitfalls
would be to refer the problem back to the students. Two
of the drawbacks to this proposal are that it could take a
great deal of time and that few students would vote. Yet
the selection of Spiegel has not been speedy, and after
all it was the students who were deemed competent to
make the initial choice, so why should they be ruled
unable to elect a replacement officer?
Closing up this loophole in the constitution should be
something the newly elected Spiegel looks into.

Money board uses power
by PAT STIMAC
Assistant editor

Although this is only the fourth
week of fall term, ASOCE
Business
Manager
Dwaine
Kronser and his Financial Board
have set up an effective
organization. The only problem is
that they have taken actions
which some see as poor and
over zealous.
The Financial Board has
perhaps
more
experienced
personnel than any other board
or organization in OCE's student
.vovw:^
A««l,#cic

unless they are requesting
not be severely tested until the
budget hearings roll around this money.
The financial board has kept
spring. If they are able to run
silent a number of other times.
them with the same efficiency
Usually it will answer a question
they have shown to date, this
if asked, but will not volunteer
could perhaps be the easiest
information. This seems to be
budgeting period in student
inconsistent with the other
government history.
ASOCE boards and senate; other
officers resent it, and rightly so.
Perhaps the biggest problem
Kronser's open letter did go a
with the financial board and long way in clearing up that
Kronser is an inability and particular confusion, but only
sometimes
unwillingness
to that one. It will be interesting to
communicate their ideas to other
see how the rest of the year goes
members of student government.
in regard to the amount of
may be an example of this
secrecy in student government,
jg ,jie scheduling of their board
especially in the area of student
meetings for 8 a.m. Wednesday
monies.
mornings.
That
early
in
the
mornings, mar eariy ...
Students
were
obviously
^ - others are disgusted with the secrecy of the
rarely in the ASOCE
Watergate Era, so it is hoped that
so it is unlikely that they would
stop in. The meetings are, of ASOCE remains totally open
course, open to any student. But about all of its activities,
few students are going to get up something of which it has done a
to go to a financial board meeting fairly good job of so far.

government. It includes such
students as Cris Vaughan, cosenator of the year last year, Don
Spiegel, also an ASOCE senator
with experience in all facets of
student government,
having
transferred from Central Oregon
Community College, and Lauren
Burch, who, in addition to par
ticipating in senate, is the Out
door Program Director.
Many people feel that Kronser
is being overly suspicious of
The new food stamp program proposed Monday by
organizations
which
spend President Ford would cause a financial fiasco for some
ASOCE funds. Kronser explains
t
that he is only doing his job ac college students.
Several new food stamps practices were instigated
cording to the ASOCE con
stitution. The problem lies in the this summer and have already spelled disaster for
fact
that former
business some. The new law specifies that students who receive
managers have not done their stamps may not be claimed by their parents as tax
jobs properly.
exemptions. Most students are claimed until age 21,
So when fall term came around
and
Kronser
asked
each which means they could not receive stamps tiM that time
organization to turn in a budget, unless their parents were eligible for them.
President Ford's proposed revamping of the program
people began to get uptight,
because they have never seen the will only hurt students more. He has asked for a cut of 1
business manager's position run million households, or 3.4 million individuals, from the
correctly.
program. That is a reduction of 17 per cent out of the 18.8
The
ASOCE
constitution
requires that
the business million individuals currently receiving food stamps. He
manager "insures the proper estimates that the cut would save taxpayers an
expenditure of funds from the estimated $1.2 billion per year.
ASOCE budget." So the business
The cut would be made by lowering the food stamp
manager has a great deal of eligibility requirements to the offical poverty level set
responsibility. He must sign all
by the federal government. This means that families of
purchase orders and checks for
ASOCE, making him accountable four could only earn $5,050 per year if they were to
receive assistance. This figure could be increased by
for how they are spent.
Kronser used that fact in ex deducting the standard tax deduction. But even with
plaining his rationale for asking that adjustment, there are many families with children
for new budgets in an open letter
in college who would still be on the bare subsistence
last week.
He said that although the level, but would not be qualified for assistance.
Ford's proposal is supposedly aimed at curbing
senate budgets the money for a
particular club or event in good abuses of the food stamp program. Ford is evidently
faith and with
as
much particularly concerned about the abuses by college
knowledge of the situation that students with healthy incomes somehow managed to
time allows, it can't do the there were students abusing the program. Some
complete job. Under this method,
all accountability is lost and "the students with healthy incomes somehow managed t°
Business Manager, who is work themselves onto the roles. Yet other students who
A LOT OF PEOPLE
responsible for expenditures, is are in dire need of aid should not be dnied help because
HAVE PROPOSED THAT
I KNOW THAT
left
helpless, as is all ASOCE." of the unscrupulous action of a few. So many students
WE
BROADEN
OUR
MANY OF YOU
When senate makes cuts in the are already living on a shoestring that the cut in the
SOCIAL PROGRAMS
AXE CONCERNED
budgets, which it must do, it
TO HELP THE POOR,
ABOUT THE ECONOMY
doesn't say where a club should program might be the last straw before they are forced
THE ILL, THE ELDERLY
make those cuts. Unless a new to drop out of college.
AND THE NEEDY
It is apparent that the current food stamp program Is
budget is turned in, there is no
way to know how the money is to hopeless. It can no longer provide assistance to all the
be spent.
needy, if in fact it ever was successful in doing so. ^
Kronser also cited some of the
completely
new system is needed which would be more
Financial Board policies which
"implicitly
require"
these immune to abuse than the old program, but which would
revised budgets. "Witness," he not deny needed help. But the answer does not lio lh
said, "Section 4, No allocations tightening an already outdated program.
. . . BUT ITHINK
outside the budget or requisitions
THAT IS A DANGEROUS
for items not included in the
POLICY. WHILE I
budget submitted will be ac
AM PRESIDENT
cepted." He also used section 5 of
OF THIS COUNTRY,
the policies, which says that any
WE ARE NOT GOING TO
officer or official making illegal
DRIFT TOWARD
expenditures shall be held
SOCIALISM.
financially responsible.
Kronser hopes his letter
To the Editor:
cleared up confusion about the
On October 25 Buddy Rich and Blacks controlled this countO'
need for new budgets.
his band will be at OCE, most then at least there'd be more pl
Financial board will probably everyone should already know and soul music-decent music,
this. What everyone should also listen to and less garbage sound •
L a m r o n Staff
know is that Mr. Rich is the
If you feel as I feel abo"
The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at noon Thursdays except during
founder of R.A.I.N. - Rid country music, then let Mr. ^
exam week and vacation periods fall, winter and spring terms The Lamron is not
Editor
Cecilia Stiles*
published during summer session. The Lamron is published by the Associated Students of
America of Ignorant Nashville. know you appreciate him f,
Asst. Editor
Pat Stimac
Oregon College of Education and printed by the Polk County Itemizer Observer
Business Mqr
Cris Vaughan
The editorial columns of the Lamron represent the opinion of the newspaper's editors.
Country music lacks culture It R.A.I.N. If you don't feel as I
Sports Editor
Steve Geiger
The Lamron represents no faction of ffcis college, the college itself or its student body
is
the worst music in the world about country music, then *
Staff
Dena Minato, Terri Schmidt,
Letters submitted to the editor must carry the signature and address of the writer Letters
and it just plain stinks. It's a home, plug your left ear into
should be no longer than 300 words, typewritten on one side of page and double spaced.
Lee Kelley, Lynda Yantis, Tom Wolf
Anonymous letters will not be accepted All letters are subject to abridgement Under
hagen, John Mossbarger, Kim Carter,
that
^ame(
a
supposedly amp and hum while picking y°,;t
most circumstances thank you letters and poetry will not be published
Joan McClary, Lisa Hanson.
educated
and
highly nose. You could have a
Nine month subscription rate is S3 50
Photographers
Brian Knutson,
Address College Center, Monmouth, Ore 97361 Telephone 838 1171 or 838 1220 ext. 347
Daryl Bonitz, Don Spiegel
sophisticated society listens to country-single.
Circulation Mgr
Alice Crino
this country western and country
Stan Feyer
rock noise. Sometimes I wish
Page 4
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Food stamp proposal
will hurt students

0

Campus

Country music criticized

"Share Fair" held
The "Share Fair" held by the
The program will sponsor an
Outdoor Program in the College
Center Oct. 15 and 16 destroyed thTsUweenke°„dBa?bhye
S™8
the myth of equipment cost,
leave at 2 p.m. Friday^More
according to program director
Lauren Burch. The fair included
a display of the bicycles recently the Outdoor office.
purchased for the program and
Fred Hamm will sneak ™
several
types
of
camping scuba diving Monday in the
equipment.
College Center. "Fred will be
'The people who were giving showing slides and answering
demonstrations and answering questions, but most important, he
questions about their equipment will discuss an upcoming scuba
showed that one can get by on Rnrnh 'S
t0 8et Started,"
necessities," Burch said.
about thf i M°re information
about the class can be obtained
The fair included a sneak
by calling Hamm at 838-2801
preview of new rental items
A cross-country ski class is in
available through the Outdoor
the planning stage for ski en
Program. The office now has ten
thusiasts. It will be a Student
10-speed Schwinn bikes, ten day
Endeavors in Education and
packs and ten compasses. The
Knowledge (SEEK) class and
bikes will rent for $1 per day and
students will receive one hour of
the packs for 25 cents per day.
Furltler information on
The rental program will be l c'L
the SEEK class can be obtained
inaugurated next week and all
gear can be obtained at the qqq^to!"8 .Bruce Mack at 838»995. Those interested in the OCE
Outdoor Program office in the
ski club may contact Everett
College Center.
May at 838-3487

T

MEr-Ssas:

OSPIRG offers winter
environmental internships
Students who are presently
enrolled or who will be enrolled in
an Oregon college spring term
are eligible for the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research
Group (OSPIRG) winter term

Bloodmobile
to visit OCE
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be on campus next Tuesday,
Oct. 28 and Wednesday, Oct. 29
for the OCE blood drive. Blood
may be donated Tuesday from
noon to 7 p.m. and Wednesday
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
College Center concourse.
"This year's quota is ap
proximately 250 pints. This will
help supply the 400 pints of blood
needed daily by the Pacific
Northwest Red Cross Blood
Program
in
serving
86
hospitals," said chairman Candy
Harley.
To promote donations, com
petition between dormitories and
between off-campus students and
dorm students will again this
year be held to promote
donations.

OCE
name
change investigated
by Faculty Senate Committee
by DENA MINATO

areas which it would not have
time to deal with at the meeting.
President Rice expressed the
opinion that perhaps the Faculty
Senate was trying to do the work
of the Academic Requirements
Committee. It was suggested that
this committee and the Inter
disciplinary Studies and Honors
Committee work together in
reviewing the problem.

An ASOCE report from Mrs.
Daniels listed the swearing in of
environmental
research
in
seven new senators, the selection
As Halloween approaches and
ternships.
of Don Spiegel as the Board of
old ghost costumes are drug out
Interns work under OSPIRG's of the closet, so is an old issue at
Administration
officer,
cir
professional staff and earn $1000. Oregon College of Eduction - that
culating a petition on the current
Students may also arrange to of the name change.
shop
problem,
and
coffee
receive college credit for their
working on bicentennial events
At a Faculty Senate meeting
work in some cases.
as some of their activities this
Tuesday a committee was ap
term.
Research positions are open in pointed to investigate changing
the areas of forestry practices, the name. Serving on the com
Dave Wallace, professor of
The increase in enrollment at
energy, water quality, land use mittee will be Jim Ellingson,
and utility practices. Students Associate Professor of Edu OCE was labeled by Rice as the music, and director of special
who wish to do environmental cation, Lloyd Hanson, Assistant "1975-76 emergency." The school programs, requested advisement
research in other areas may Professor of Humanities, Ray dealt with the problem by em from the senate with respect to
submit proposals and project Broderson, Professor of Geology, ploying more teachers and is the initiation and selection of
outlines with their applications. Don White, Associate Professor doing everything possible to meet proposals to improve the mode of
OCE.
of Physics, and Ruth Odegaard the needs of the students. Rice instruction at
'Applicants are required to
felt
the
enthusiasm
shown
by
the
Daniels, ASOCE President.
submit a writing sample and
Giving some background for
The charge given the com faculty was a big factor in the this project, he explained that
should have experience in en
success with which the college
mittee
is
to
explore
with
ad
before OCE experienced its
vironmental or public interest
has met the problem.
enrollment decline the same
research, law, or journalism," ministrators, faculty, students
He
reported
that
enrollments
in
said Laura Williamson, ad and alumni the question of private colleges throughout the project was put to faculty
ministrator
for
the
intern whether or not the present name state are up from zero to six per members. One result was the
of the college adequately com
program.
initiation of the Audio-tutorial
municates the primary roles and cent, community colleges are Biology class by Dr. Lewis
generally
up,
and
state
in
Intern and project selection functions of the college. The
stitutions with the exception of Pennock.
will be made by students on advantages and disadvantages of
Eastern
Oregon State College,
OSPIRG's Intern Committee. a name change, and the merits of
Suggesting
the
area
of
the names that have been are up. OCE is up 15 per cent over mediated instruction, Wallace
Deadline for applications is Nov.
its
budgeted
level.
10. Applications can be obtained suggested will also be con
said he was open for proposals of
"We are the example that where to go with his project. He
by
writing OSPIRG Intern sidered.
Some suggestions have been destroys the generalization made would like to locate some in
Committee, 115 SW 4th Ave.,
that
university terested people to decide how to
Room 400, Portland, Oregon Western Oregon State College, earlier
97204. Announcements of in Oregon College and Willamette enrollments are steady while proceed from the proposals. The
ternships will be made by Dec. 5. State College. The findings of the those of colleges are down", work will not require any outside
committee will be reported to the commented Rice.
funding.
Faculty Senate at a later date.
A report from the InterThe Faculty Senate meetings
A problem which is of concern Institutional Faculty
Senate are open to anyone interested and
to the Interdisciplinary Studies listed its present concerns as the information concerning meeting
bj STEPHEN KENT
and Honors Committee is that of sick leave policy, administrative times, places, and agenda can be
the
maximum
number
of tenure, faculty records and obtained from Senate President
I DON'T KNOW, PERHAPS^
vocational-technical credit hours collective bargaining.
Dr. Pennock.
THIS INDIVIDUAL IS JUST
which OCE will accept in the
INCAPABLE OF LEARNING
I
programs of transfer students
with technical degrees.
Law Enforcement majors are
currently allowed to transfer 24
hours of lower division law en
forcement courses in the 72-hour
major, plus up to 29 hours as free
electives, for a total of 53 hours of
transferable vocational-technical
hours.
The conflict occurs with the
OCE catalog, which states that a
maximum of 45 hours of these
courses can be transferred. The
problem was referred to the
Faculty Senate for consideration.
The fear expressed by some
faculty members is that by ac
cepting up to 53 hours of
vocational-technical credit under
the Law Enforcement program,
the school is lifting the ceiling on
its maximum of 45 hours. They
feel that this number could tend
to rise in other programs, until it
weakens the academic Liberal
Arts programs and standards for
obtaining degrees at OCE.
After deliberating the question,
the Faculty Senate concluded t%*v*v%vi*3fcKvvxxv*xx%vvvvvvvvvvvvvvxvxvvvvvvv'
that it was opening up several
Lamron staff

Share
Dads' Day
with us!

at the

Monmouth^Dairy
Queen
Hiway 99
ORDERS
TO eo

October 23, 1975

838-4500
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Campus Calendar
Faculty Art Exhibited - The works of the OCE art faculty is featured
in a display called /'Recent Directions," currently displayed in
Gallery 107 in CampbfeUTIaU^Fhegallery is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The show will close Oct. 31. There is no ad
mission charge.
Art Show Features Oregonians - An art show featuring 30
photographers from Oregon will be held in the College Center through
Thursday, Nov. 6. There is no admission charge.
Pool Open - The Wolverine Memorial Pool is open for college
recreational swims Monday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. The
last half hour is used exclusively for lap swimming. All registered
college students are eligible for swims at no cost on these evenings.
Students should bring their own caps.
ID Cards Replaced - Replacement ID Cards may be obtained at the
Educational Media Center each Monday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. A $1
charge is made for replacement cards.
Faculty Evaluation Results Available - Faculty evaluation results
are now available in the ASOCE offices upstairs in the College Center.
The evaluation was taken last spring term.

Lamron photo by DARYL

Basketball Tryouts Set - Anyone interested in trying out for the
men's basketball team this fall may meet Saturday, Nov. 1 at 9 a.m. in
the New PE Gym. For any further details contact Dr. McCullough,
upper level of the NPE building.
Prayer Center Open - The UCCF building will be used specifically as
a prayer center on each Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. the remainder
of the term. In order to build unity on campus, everyone is encouraged
to drop by individually, in pairs or in groups to list personal requests
and to pray for each other.
Subscriptions Available - A subscription to the Lamron is available
for $3.50 an academic year. Call the Lamron at 838-1171 or ext. 347 for
more information.
Classified Ads Free - Lamron classified ads are a free service to all
OCE students and faculty. Non-students will be charged 10 cents per
line. Persons wishing to submit ads must type or plainly print them on
one sheet of paper. Deadline for the Thursday publication is noon
Tuesday.
Buddy Rich Tickets Available - Buddy Rich will be presented in
concert by ASOCE at 8 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 25. Tickets are now
available in the College Center Office. Ticket prices are adults, $3.50
and students, $3.
Dads to Visit - Saturday, Oct. 25 is the annual Dad's Day. A number
of activities for dads and their sons and daughters are planned.
Steve McQueen Stars - Steve McQueen stars in the Friday, Oct. 24,
movie, "Papillion." Showtimes are set for 6 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Admission is $1. The film will be shown in the College Center coffee
shop.
Medford High Alumni to Perform - The third annual alumni band is
being organized at Medford High School for the Nov. 7 homecoming
game. Former MSHS band members and majorettes will hold an
evening rehearsal at 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 6 in the Mid High School
band room. The alumni band will give a half-time performance at the
Nov. 7 football game. Alumni interested in performing are requested
to call Tom Muller, Band Director, at 779-3520, ext. 255 for additional
information.
Welty to Speak - James Welty, Oregon State University mechanical
engineering chairman, will speak on "A Brief Look at Fluid
Mechanics, or The Secrets of Water Faucets Exposed" The seminar
will be in NS103 at noon Tuesday. Everyone is welcome.
German Culture Slide Show Planned - Student Scott Nagel will show
slides in "Scenes From German Culture," the first Humanities Night
of fall term. The show will be Wednesday, at 8 p.m. in the College
Center Willamette Room.
Ed Media Center Open - New hours for the listening lab in the
Educational Media Center are: Regular hours, 8 a.m. to 5 p m
Monday; through Friday and evening hours 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday. Sunday hours are 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Homecoming Dance Scheduled - "Redwood" will play at the
homecoming dance on Saturday, Nov. 1. The dance will be semiformal.
Movie Changed to Wednesday Night - The Tuesday, Oct. 28 movie
The Fly ' will be shown at 7 p.m. on Wednesday instead of Tuesday
because of the homecoming coronation. All those who give blood at the
Blood Drive will be admitted free.
Alert Club to Meet - The Alert Club will meet at 3 p.m. Thursdav
Oct. 30 in the Deschutes Room of the College Center The club is
working to improve services for handicapped students and students
with special problems. Anyone, not just handicapped students is
invited. Those who are interested but can't attend may contact Julie
Elgin in the Counseling Center or call ext. 396 and leave a message.
Carpool Open - Carpools between Monmouth, Dallas, Independence

Corvallis and Salem are being formed at the College Center Alumni
office. Contact Joyce Persons at the office for more information.
Blood Drive Scheduled - The fall term blood drive will be held
Tuesday and Wednesday in the College Center. Those who give blood
can get into the Wednesday movie, "The Fly", for free.
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Homes that are uninspected for fire danger have Increased chances of burning. This fire killed OCE
student Linda Gilson last February. Renters may have their homes inspected by calling the Mon
mouth Fire Department.

Inspection available
by SUSAN SMITH
for the Lamron
Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group is currently
working on the distribution of a
public handout on fire preven
tion. The handout is an invitation
to have the fire department make
a routine inspection of a home to
check for potential fire hazards.
Donald Milligan, Monmouth's
fire chief, said the fire depart
ment is ready and willing to in
spect for fire danger, and student
participation is urged. "About a
dozen fatalities have occured in
the Salem-Monmouth area from
fire related causes just this
year," he noted. One of those was
OCE student Linda Gilson, whose
building went up in flames last
February. Milligan was quoted at
that time as saying "These old
buildings were built to burn."
Although that may have been a
little harshly stated, he went on to
caution, "It is easier to make an
inspection than to fight a fire."
An inspection takes only 15 to 20
minutes, depending on the
tenant. The firemen will only look
at what the tenant wishes them
to, Milligan said. "If we see
something that looks potentially
dangerous, we will talk it over
with the tenant. However, should
the building structure itself prove
dangerous, this becomes a
matter between the owner and
the fire chief."
Some owners have hard
feelings, yet some are grateful.
The fire department, through the
cooperation of an owner, was
able to close down the Villa on
Jackson Street last year.
Milligan outlined some fire
safety rules which he feels tenant
and owners should be aware of
within their own homes:
Candles should be placed on a
holder away from drapes and
furniture.
Electric cords that are frayed,
cracked or stapled under carpets
are extremely dangerous.

Baseboard or open wall heaters
must be free of drapes or other
obstructions.

Milligan is a firm believer in
educating the public as opposed
to using "scare tactics." Students
who would like to help in this
endeavor may leave their name
and address in SPO 107 at the
College Center.
Housing is an issue of top
priority to students. It is even
more so with OSPIRG as it seeks
to encourage quality housing for
OCE students. The new edition of
"The Renters Handbook" helps
in this goal. It informs tenants of
their lawful rights, and includes a

prepared checklist to be used by
the tenant to inventory ap
pliances, heating system, water
and roof condition.
OSPIRG is, of course, part of a
national organization. But it is
also statewide in structure and
interested in the concerns of
students and issues regarding
their local environment. It is
even brought down to a local level
with OCE's own chapter, which is
directly involved on campus and
in the city of Monmouth.

Groups help students
Special counseling groups have
been set up by the OCE couns
eling Center to better serve
student needs. The groups are
open to any enrolled student, and
although they are currently
underway, there is still space
available.
The Career Exploration group
meets from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Counseling
Center. Its purpose is to help
people explore their career and
personal life styles and to help
them make decisions about
college curriculum.
Dr. Donna Bruyere of the
Counseling Center and Dr. Merle
Kelly of the OCE psychology
department are leading a single
parents group. The group meets
at noon Wednesday in the
Willamette Room of the College
Center. Dr. Bruyere is also
leading a help group for single

parents of teenagers on Mon
day evening.
Dr. Bill Venema of the Coun
seling Center is leading an
Assertiveness Group designed to
help students overcome the fear
of participating in groups. The
sessions will also focus on the
problems of particiption in class
discussions and leading groups
Several other types of help are
also offered. Students wishing to
examine the effect their attitudes
toward sexuality have on their
daily behavior may contact Dr.
Bruyere
about
forming a
discussion group. The Counseling
Center is also interested in for
ming groups to deal with
roommate conflict and alcohol
use and abuse.
Further information about any
of these programs may be ob
tained by calling ext. 396 or
stopping by the second floor of
the Cottage.

500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15 1975.

Water heaters must have a
temperature
safety
release
pressure valve to insure against
blowups.

LMIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1U19?IMassachusetts
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

Loose
danger.

• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

wallpaper

is

a

big

Muslin tapestry hanging from
walls or on ceilings are ex
tremely dangerous, as the
material is easily ignited by a hot
draft or sparks, especially after
collecting dust.

Stoves need to be checked for
improper chimneys or pipes
to close to the wall
Furnace rooms should be used
only for the heating equipment
and not as a storage area.

Y0UR CURRENT LIST OF
HMIM
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address..
City
(California residents please add 6%

.State.

.Zip.

sales tax.)
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Memorial Coliseum packed

Elton John throws fabulous party for 11,000
byT0M

WOLFHAGEN

Lamron Staff

in Portland are never
nrommon, no matter what the
fme or when the day, but there
re those that tend to distinguish
iemselves and stand out a bit
rom a'1 the resl 0ne such
tandout was Oct. 14 when 11,000
s opie packed into Memorial
Poliseum to see Elton John sing
and dance, in an atmosphere
Lily described as a party.
Four hours of rock and roll,
uith cuts ranging from "Your
Song" to "Pinball Wizzard," was
the focus of the occassion, as
Elton tickled his ivories on the
Lee for the third time in as
parties

many years.
Similar to most parties, John's
concert

had its share of trivial

events.

th!e garbage abandoned
outside the main doors by en
thusiastic campers who planted
themselves in line ten hours
before the gates opened.
Like the dancers in the
audience, who stood behind the
crowd on the coliseum floor
boogying
without
partners
oblivious to those around them.
Like the date who found
amusement in conversing with
strangers throughout the night
using an English accent. ("We're
friends of Elton you know.
Cherno!")
Like the unique individuals who
disguised themselves as mem
bers of the opposite sex.
Like the thousands of matches
that lit the arena, flickering in
search of an encore.
The audience
itself
was
composed of a wide variety of

Lamron
Entertainment
TELEVISION
Thursday, Oct. 23

An auto engineer designs and builds a
car and enters a race to win his boss's
in "Johnny Dark," starring Tony
Curtis and Piper Laurie at 8 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Susan Clark and Alex Karras star
in
"Babe" the life story of the country's most
outstanding woman athlete of all time, Babe
Didrickson Zaharias.
It covers her
monumental athletic career, her tender
relationship with wrestler turned promoter
George Zaharias, and her death from a fatal
illness at an early age. The show is at 9 p.m.
on Ch. 6.
sports

daughter

Friday, Oct. 24

At 8:00 p.m. on Chanel 12 the Portland
the Seattle
played in
the action.
"Sounder" will star Cicely Tyson in a
family drama of the Depression era about
sharecroppers fighting to stay together. The
movie is at 8 p.m. on Ch. 2.
"Miss American Teen Ager Pageant" will
be co hosted by Frankie Avalon and
Meredith MacRae at 11:30 p.m. Channels 2
9.
"The Hustler," stars Paul Newman and
Piper Laurie at 11:40 p.m. on Ch. 6. A
Trail Blazers will take on its rival
Supersonics. The game will be
Seattle, with Jimmy Jones calling

traveling pool shark becomes involved with
a gambler who indirectly causes his girl to
commit suicide.
Saturday, Oct. 25
. New Approaches to High School Learning
and Discipline at 7:30 a.m. on Ch. 7 will
feature Dr. Thomas Gordon who will explain
the concepts of Teacher Effectiveness
Training and how it applies to secondary
schools.
Live and taped highlight of the Pan
American games from Mexico City will be
featured at 4:30 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Jerry Lewis plays a bell boy who turns a
plush Miami hotel into shambles when he
misplaces room keys and fouls up calls in
"Bellboy". The movie co-stars Alex Gerry
and Bob Clayton at 6 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Linda Blair plays a runaway trying to
adjust to a tough juvenile detention home
after being sent there by her parents in
"Born Innocent," at 9 p.m. on Ch. 8.
Don Kirschner's Rock Concert at midnight
on Ch. 12 will feature Uriah Heap, Eddie
Kendricks and Mirabai.

ART
Photography work showing a broad range
of technique and subject matter by over 30
Oregonian photographers is on display in the
College Center. This exhibition, selected
from entries in the Coos Art Museum's first
annual photographic show, will run from
October 14 through November 6.
"Recent Directions", a faculty show in
Campbell Hall Gallery 107, will run through
October. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
The Nikolais Dance Theatre will be at the
Civic Auditorium in Portland at 8:15 p.m.
November 7 and 8. Tickets at Meier and
Frank in Salem are $7.50, $6.50 and $5.50.

MOVIES ANDTHEATRE
"Papillion," starring Steve McQueen and
Dustin Hoffman, will be shown at 6 p.m. and
9:15 p.m. Friday. Cost is $1.

A perfect Keepsake diamond
brilliant and beautiful forever.

"The Fly" has been changed from next
Tuesday to next Wednesday at 7 p.m. due to
the Homecoming Coronation. Cost is 50 cents
and students donating to the Blood Drive
Tuesday or Wednesday will be admitted
free.

people. Everything from 60-year
old grandmothers to kids who
hadn t yet been born attended the
concert, demonstrating the large
apJ?ual °f the Elton in«uence
The party had a stage play, a
circus and a soap opera, with
John dedicating songs by
saying Let's see, who else do I

MICAA promotes
oil forms of arts
by DENA MINATO
Lamron Staff
The Monmouth-Independence
Community Arts Association
emphasizes the "s" on art in its
title because its aim is to promote
all forms of art, not just visual
art.
Don Weiss, past president of
the association and assistant
humanities professor, explained
that "The organization works
within the Monmouth-Indepen
dence area to promote various
forms of art. However, people
from out of town do participate."
MICAA originated in the winter
of 1973 from an idea of two
members of OCE's art depart
ment. Since then it has grown
considerably.
The first activities sponsored
by the group were classes. They
were originally held in Campbell
Hall, and art students assisted.
They are now held in the old First
Baptist Church in Independence.
The class selection has ex
panded into some for adults as
well as younger people. Adults
and young people work together
in many classes.
Classes range from calligraphy
to ballet. Other classes include
beginning
piano,
children's
theater, spinning and natural
dyes and various visual art
classes.
Classes are taught by students,
people in the community and
professors. The main teacher
requirement is that a person
possess a skill.
The association also holds two
monthly meetings called Dessert
Series and Fireside Series.
Different presentations and talks
are given at these meetings.
Some planned for this year are
instruction
on
holiday
or
naments, films and a magic
show. Anything related to the
arts is potential material for one
of these series.
An art show is planned for all
community artists Nov. 16. The
Annual Art Auction will be held in
August. It has been a big fund
raiser in the past.

363-2828
315 Court N.E.

Profs to
visit SOSC
OCE Music Faculty members
Klemi Hambourg, violinist, and
Ruth Million, pianist, will present
a concert at Southern Oregon
State College Monday. Their
program will include sonatas by
Corelli, Beethoven and Poulenc,
with short repertoire pieces by
Bloch, Copland and Granados.
Professor Hambourg is on
sabbatical leave from OCE this
year to complete work on his
Doctor of Musical Arts degree
from the University of Oregon.
He is also playing with the
Eugene Symphony as associate
concertmaster.

Wills Music Store
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
Sheet music - Records
Pianos and Organs
Band and Orchestra Instruments
Guitars and Amplifiers
Sales and Rentals

Classics included!

Iportnooooaoooooaooooao*

Sp'-ceb

I
THE
| HAGGLE HOUSE

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Tea

fuW
Ofc'ved Feu'iis
(IVvrvcVv ><2S

(Experienced Merchandise)
Furniture - Cooking Utensils ]
Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday

October 23, 1975

Over eighty families currently
are members of the association.
This is the highest membership
since the group was established.
Weiss feels there is a real in
terest in the association. "People
feel good about what we're doing.
More people are working to help
out on committees now. We have
a
friendly,
cooperative
relationship with the business
community."
The association does not have
many student members. Dues for
students are $3.50 per calendar
year. Students wanting more
information may contact Weiss
or the president, Ruth Culbertson, who is teaching part time
this year in the art department.

Many, many selections in this special purchase.

Trade-Mark Reg.

184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366
OOOOOOOOOOC

Much of the association's
funding comes from grants.
MICAA is recognized as one of
the most successful groups of its
kind in the state by the Oregon
Arts Commission, which has
awarded it many grants.

of things to a lot of people. The
glittering lights across the stage
and the enthusiastic responses to
his music from the crowd
suggested magic other en
tertainers are hard-pressed to
duplicate. That's what sells out
Memorial Coliseum in three
hours at $8.50 a ticket.
One can never forget the
commercialism. It was easy
between
songs
and
Elton
plugging his albums to sit and
speculate how much money he
was getting for the evening per
hour per minute. There doesn't
seem to be a maximum wage
limit for entertainers.
As for the star himself, the best
description for Elton John is just
to say he's, well . . . Elton John.

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

WIT0L JEWELRY

Nngt from $100 to $10,000

hate." at times it also seemed
like an insane asylum. One
wondered how many times John
could throw his piano bench off
the stage in mid-song before the
poor soul paid to retrieve it would
get fed up and stuff it down his
throat.
Elton John concerts offer a lot

OCE Bookstore
Get your favorites

235

S.flW

JlT\<Up«n<Uoc«.; Or«.

at Big Discounts!
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uaevme era
Born in Vaudeville

#

•

•

Child star Rich plays music of today
up with the erratic Mr. Shaw,
Rich joined the Tommy Dorsey
Born in the Vaudeville era and orchestra. It was with Dorsey
carried through the days of the that Rich earned the title "The
big band and jazz days, Buddy World's Greatest Drummer."
Rich describes his music as When he was with the Dorsey
distinctively "now." Rich and his Band, Rich roomed with Frank
Big Band Machine will attempt to Sinatra.
After leaving Dorsey, Sinatra
prove this at the concert
Saturday night at 8 p.m. in OCE's and Rich put together Rich's own
band. Unfortunately, this was the
New Gym.
Born to vaudevillian parents beginning of the decline of the big
who played the best national band era and after five years the
circuit, Rich began playing the band dissolved.
In 1954 Rich formed his own
drums at the age of 18 months.
His repertoire consisted of "Stars jazz group and toured the entire
jazz world. With this group, he
and Stripes Forever."
Soon after celebrating his third made recordings for Verve,
birthday he became a permanent MGM, and Mercury labels.
Rich joined the perennial
part of the act and by the time he
was seven he was a single touring Harry James Band and stayed
with Keith, Pantages, and the with it until 1966. He attained the
Balaban and Katz Vaudeville status of the highest paid
circuits in the United States and sideman. In 1966 Rich organized
another band and many felt it
Australia.
Rich was the second highest was bringing back the sound of
paid child star in the world, next the big bands.
What evolved from here is
to Jackie Coogan.
At fourteen
Rich
began termed by some as the "Buddy
studying popular jazz drumers of Rich Era." He claims to play the
his time and spent his spare time music of today with no bending in
listening to the radio. Soon he was any direction. His Big Band
playing for the Joe Marsala band Machine consists of 16 men with
for a salary of $66 a week.
an average age of 24. They wear
From there, Rich moved on to styled uniforms and perform
the Bunny Berigan Band and the amidst flashes of brightly colored
Artie Shaw Band. Unable to put lights.
by DENA MINATO
Lamron staff

Buddy Rich and his Big Band Machine will perform in OCE's New Gym
at 8 p.m. Saturday. Tickets are available in the College Center Office.

Speech team takes second
out of nineteen schools
The OCE Speech Team placed
second in a large tournament at
the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma Oct. 17 and 18. Out of 19
schools OCE had the largest
participation of team members,
with 20 competing.
In Dual Interpretation Lisa
Hamman and Brenda Getchel
walked away with first and
Janice Truesdall fourth in the
novice division. In the open dual,
Marsha Mollet and Curt Martin
took third and Dennis Day and
Karen Clifford fourth.
Curtis Kroft took second and

Kim Christianson third in the
expository
novice
division.
Escotastica
Taitano
placed
fourth in the open.
OCE took the oratory novice
event with Dennis Day, Brenda
Getchel and Sandy Harbison
taking the first three places.
In editorial commentary, Kim
Christianson
was
awarded
second in the novice and Kim
McCoy third in the open division.
Kim also took third in the open
competition
for
impromptu
speaking.

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $L00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
Name .
Address.
City
State.

ASOCE
Presents

Zip.

at 7:00
Pacific Room
College Center

by DENA MINATO
Lamron staff
Foreign students too often find
themselves in a classroom trying
to learn English from a teacher
who was not trained to cope with
the situation. Maurine Phelps,
assistant
professor
of
humanities, is working on a
solution for the problem.
She will participate in a con
ference dealing with the problem
at Marylhurst College in Por
tland Oct. 29 to 31. Conducted by
the National Association of
Foreign
Students
Advisers
(NASFSA), the conference is
open to anyone.
"I
especially
encourage
students in the education field to
attend, as I feel it will be
beneficial to them in their future
teaching jobs," she said.
The
increasing
language
problem, which has been in
tensified by the Vietnamese and
Cambodian refugees, will be the
focus of the session Ms. Phelps is
planning for Thursday of the
three-day conference.
She teaches English to foreign
students in a night class on
campus and is working on a
proposal to establish more
courses for foreign students at
OCE. Using this experience, Ms.
Phelps will center her topic on
the applied aspects of teaching
English as a second language
Planning her talk for an

ASOCE Assemblies
Presents . .
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Papillon
Friday, October 24,
Pacific Room, CC

Cantata set
for televisiion

A cantata composed by OCE
professor Laurence Lyon will be
performed
on
a
National
Educational Television concert
along with music by noted
American composers early next
year.
audience of people who have had
Lyon's "A Poor Wayfaring
no special training in teaching
Man of Grief" was videotaped
English to foreign students, Ms.
last weekend by the Mormon
Phelps commented, "I'll be
starting from scratch and telling Youth Symphony and Chorus in
Salt Lake City.
then things they need to know -Lyon said the concert will have
I'm good at starting from the
a bicentennial theme, "America
bottom."
America."
Other
"It is difficult to explain America,
aspects of the English language featured works will be Aaron
to someone whose own language Copland's "Lincoln Portrait,
Gould's
"American
is so different. I want to pinpoint Morton
arrangements of
those
areas
that
cause Salute,"
"America the Beautiful" and
problems."
songs by Stephen Foster.
A more advanced presentation
He was in Salt Lake City for the
on the theoretical aspects of
teaching foreign students English performance of the Mormon
will follow Ms. Phelps' session. groups. Lyon also attended a
of
the
Mormon
Most of the sessions at the rehearsal
conference will last an hour to 90 Tabernacle Choir of his anthem,
minutes. Anyone interested in "Come Ye Children of the Lord,'
attending the conference may which will be performed for the
contact Ms. Phelps. She has first time on national radio and
offered transportation to as many television on the program "Music
as her car will hold on Thursday, and the Spoken Word" next
when she is scheduled to give her Sunday. The broadcasts will be
delayed in Oregon.
lecture.

Language problems topic
of three day conference

The Fly
October 28

Playing in concert halls
theaters and college auditoriums
the Big Band Machine dra*
people ranging from youn.
children to those who grew 1
with Rich.
His music has been described
as "fresh, vibrant, and exciting"
No arrangement is more than six
months old, as Rich feels the
vitality goes out of them after
that period of time.
The band has played all over
the world and has met audiences
of all types. Rich feels that no i
matter where it is or who it is, the I
musical message gets across. [
Students, members of the com '
munity, and dads from as far
away as Hawaii will have af
chance to experience this for
themselves as the sounds of the •
Big Band Machine conclude
Saturday's Dad's'Day activities,
Tickets are on sale in the |
College Center office. Prices are
$3.50 for adults and $3 for
students. Tickets will be on sale i
through Saturday and will be sold!
at the door.

6 and 9:15
All Seats $l

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features
8mm film rental
11-11 d a i l y
1-7 Sunday

Rated

X

See our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.
Ph. 364-0792
l n r
175 Commercial N . E . , S a l e m

from the Stands
farriers strong, but...
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
OCE's women's cross country team has been showing
ifcelf to be a strong team but it has been haW°g Th
share of problems so far this season.

9

For example, in the women's second meet
Mt Hood in their first meet, ™hey were
disqualified in a meet they probably would have won
because they weren t a complete team. And the reason
that they weren t a complete team is a result of another
problem. This problem is that the team's best runner
Debbie Brundige, is out of action because of a stomach
beating

problem.

Debbie's doctor in Roseburg told her that she
shouldn't run this fall and that she may not be able to

in track next spring. Apparently, no one knows ex
what the problem is - possibly nervous problems but the sad fact is, she's out of action.
The team isn't without talent, however, as freshman
Cindy Rogers, who went to the same high school as
Brundige, Roseburg, and broke Brundige's school
record in the mile. Her best time in the mile is just over
five minutes and she should add a lot to both the
women's cross country and track teams for the next four
run

actly

years.

Griffin, field hockey
team set scoring records
by STEVE GEIC.FR
GEIGER
Sports editor
lhe OCE women's field hockev

^

past*
V3* °f games this
past week, beating lane Community College 6-0 in Eugene
early last week and losing
Willamette 2-1 in Salem Monday
The women's season record is
now even at 2-2.
There were two new
records set in the Lane match
The six goals by the team and
tour goals scored by Deb Griffin
are both new records
Griffin got the Wolves off to an
early lead when she received a
pass in an open space in the
center of the field and pushed the
ball past the goalie, who was
^ ?rj?in£ out- Two minutes later
Griffin controlled the rebound off
of the LCC goalie's pads and
drove the ball into the goal for a 20 lead.
The offense really began to
move in the second half, as the
team controlled the ball for about
24 minutes of the 30 minute half.
In the first half the two teams
controlled
the
ball
about
equally," said Coach Jackie
Rice.

..<»

ITS MINE!Trlsh Rohner(leff)
of the OCE women's field hockey
week ° 61 °
°' °reUniversity
90n player during a match here last

shot went into the goal, putting
the Wolves ahead 5-0.
Griffin's fourth goal came with
two minutes remaining in the
game when she took a pass from
Varner. Griffin flicked the ball
into the goal and OCE had a 6-0
win.
"It was a good effort and our
play is improving," Rice said

Lamron

++ +
When Casey Stengal died a couple weeks ago, the
sports world lost a legend. And it lost the founder and the
only person who could ever master the language of
"Stengalese."
Here are a few of the weird things that Casey Stengal
alledgedly said during his lifetime:
On baseball, in 1969: "Baseball is at its highest in 100
years and I'm gonna be 82 in July, and I've been in
baseball since I was eight and that is the situation."
On Greg Goosen, a rookie with the New York Mets in
the early sixties: "He's twenty years old and in ten
years he has a chance to be thirty."
On Yogi Berra: "He'd fall into a sewer and come up
with a gold watch."
"There comes a time at least once in every man's life
and I've had plenty of them."
"I've been married without children many years. You
generally know who you're married to. I know my ball
club."
"I've heard it couldn't be done but sometimes it don't
always work."
On fielding: "It used to be that you had to catch the
ball two-handed because the glove was so small. You
wouldn't believe how small those gloves were. Why,
when I got married I couldn't afford dress gloves, so I
wore my baseball mitt to my wedding and nobody even
noticed. That took care of my right hand and I was
smart enough to keep my left hand in my pocket."
To his Dodger team in 1936: "If anyone's going to be a
down around here, it's going to be me."

++ +
There's good news in store for the OCE men's track
program. Dr.' Don Spinas has been building strong
jeams here for a while and next spring he will have a
freshman who took two Oregon AA high school track
championships last spring.
His name is Doug Ousterhout, he's from the
Monmouth area and he won two hurdle events for
oearby Central High School in the state meet last spring.
tw Preser,t time, Ousterhout is working out a little
W'th the men's cross country team and expects to be in
°P form come spring.

Lamron photo by Don Spiegel

NO,

following the game. "We're
starting to utilize more points of
our
new
3-3-3--1-1 offensedefense."
In the team's second loss of the
In the second half Margo Case
put OCE three up when she took a
pass from Trish Rohner, dodged
a tackier and drove the ball into
the corner of the goal.
Griffin scored her third goal
late in the second half with
assists from Cathy Varner and
Case. Case, controlling the ball,
came up on the right side of the
field and flipped a pass to Varner
on the left side. Varner tapped it
to Griffin, who knocked it in. Five
minutes later, Griffin sent a shot
off of the LCC goalie's pads and
Varner got the rebound. She
pushed the goalie's pads and the

'

'

year, to Willamette last Monday,
it was Griffin who scored OCE's
only goal, while Kelsy Bunker of
WU scored two. The score at the
end of the initial quarter was 2-1
and stood to the end of the game.
The women were in action
again yesterday against George
Fox on the home field. Saturday
morning they will face Boise
State at 10 a.m., again at home.
OCE
Lane

OCE
Willamette

1 00 00

2

m

Giant Dimers Tuesday
Giant Pitcher Nite Thursday

1

Lunches, Dinners,
Cocktails
HENRYS

Salem Dallas H w y .
Oak Knoll Golf Course

Ask For

SKYLINE FORD
Special Prices
On Cars And Trucks
For OCE Students
And
TTirv

+ ++
Las t week we gave our opinions on the subject of
w. t k
. ther or not Bill Walton is worth keeping in Oregon,
col SUa'' w'^
Walton controversies, the tone of the
urnn was serious. Finally, last week, someone made
mattmment W'^ a
"ghtheartedness on the Walton
er .the Blazers finished their preseason schedule by
Fowle °9 Seattle last Saturday night, Stephanie
p ,.er' a weekend sports announcer for KGW news in
t0 . ancl' said, "Bill Walton played the whole game
'9ht without getting injured."

Contact Dick Boniface

m^

°ctobier

23, 1975

2510 Commercial S.E., Salem
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Vollevball record e v e n at 3 ^ t j r w e l
OCE's

volleyball

team

b
T
LV
S winning
winning
been
busy
lately,

SLAPPCR•• A member of OCE's volleyball team goes Into the air to spike the ball against the

has

three
three

matches and losing three in the
early season.
Last Thursday the team lost a
match to the University of
Oregon, 8-15, 10-15, while the
JV's, playing for the first time
this season, lost to the U of O JV
squad 13-15, 16-15.
The women won their three
matches in a tournament earlier
this season, beating Central
Washington, Pacific Lutheran
and
the
University
of
Washington, while losing one
match to the University of
Washington.
The teams competing in the
tourney were Portland State,
Eastern
and
Western
Washington, Washington State,
the University of Washington,
Pacific Lutheran, Central and
OCE.
PSU, EWCS, WWSC and WSU
were put into one pool, while
OCE, CWSC, PLU and UW were

Ellis adds versatility to women's athletics
by JOAN McCLARY
Lamron Staff
Standing at a sturdy 6T\ Jane
Ellis doesn't worry much about
gaining a position on a volleyball
or basketball court. She shows
well-coordinated control over
every inch of that 6'1" and proves
herself to be a leader both on and
off the court.
This will be Jane's sixth year of
playing volleyball and her fourth
for OCE. She has held a starting
position on the OCE varsity team
all four years. She will serve as
co-captain of the team for the
second year with senior Lynn
Patterson.
Although Jane has played
volleyball for six years, this was
not her first attempt at sports.
She had a good start in track at
Gladstone High School as a
hurdler and long jumper, with a
best over 16'. She competed for
five years, one year at OCE.
But Jane claims her success
story didn't build as it has in
volleyball.
Jane was introduced to
volleyball her junior year of high
school through a clinic given near
her home town. She was im
pressed with the clinic and joined
a club volleyball team in Por
tland called Dr. Bernard's.
The following year as a senior
she won her first All-Star award.

Women face
tough field
Freshman
Cindy
Rogers
finished on top in cross country
competition again last Saturday
at Tokatee Golf Club in Eugene.
She earned fourth place after
joining the leaders to pace a trail
of 60 runners to the finish.
Top distance runners in Oregon
as well as Washington par
ticipated, and the meet boasted
perhaps one of the finest women's
cross country feilds seen in the
state this year. Participants
represented Falcon Track Club
(FTC), Oregon Track Club
(OTC), U of O, Whitman, Mt.
Hood, Oregon State University,
Linfield South Eugene High
School and OCE.
Debbie Quartier of FTC, one of
the top female distance runners
in the country, finished the threemile course first in a time of
17:02 Second place went to
teammate Kathy Kunke who ran
a 17:50. Barb Hansen of Mt. Hood
came in third at 18:01 followed by
Rogers with a time of 18:14.
The women will rest from
competition
this
week
in
preparation for the National AAU
cross country trials to be held at
Lane Community College in
Eugene next Saturday, Nov. 1.
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She's hooked on club volleyball
now because "it's more com
petitive than college ball and the
skill level is high," she said.
Back on the court, Jane
displays consistency, control,
versatility and a skill for the
game of volleyball that both team
and coach can rely on. This is
what made Jane Ellis a major
factor in OCE's participation at
the
Northwest
Regional
volleyball tournament for the
three years where OCE earned
third place last year.
There's no question about
Jane's skill. She was asked to
attend the trials for the World
University Games last summer
for the games being held this
year in Yugoslavia. However, she
says "I was in the hospital having
my appendix taken out when the
trials were being held" and
quickly adds with a smile, "I
always make the wrong decisions
when it comes to volleyball."
Jane is pleased with her

Harriers
seventh
Running without dependables
Dave Castle, Scott Jacobs and
Stan Teerman, the OCE cross
country team finished a distant
seventh of eight clubs competing
at
the Lewis and Clark
Invitational Meet Oct. 18 in
Portland.
Star of the meet was freshman
Steve Blickstad of George Fox,
whose winning time of 25:04
shattered the course record of
Dave Castle. Castle's old record
was 25:20. Second place went to
Dan Hall of Willamette, also at
25:04. Keith Woodward's 25:08
finished third for the independent
Spur of the Mount Club.
Central Washington won the
meet with a team score of 53
points. Pacific was second with
65, George Fox's 109 edged
Willamette's 110, for third place.
Top three finishers for the OCE
team, who Coach Don Spinas
fears may have "a phobia
against running", were Chris
Fatland, ninth at 26:05, Jim
Harrington 41 at 28:23, and Brian
Fenderson 50 at 29:18.

BLITZ

decision on coming to OCE
however, and so is OCE. She is
not only admired for her
leadership and athletic ability on
the court, but also for her
foremost hobby off the court. She
is a singer, a guitarist and a
composer and has given a couple
of performances in Waldo's Den
at the Food Service Center.
Jane is optimistic about this
year's team and claims, "we're
more of a hustling team than last
year. But our main goal is to have
fun this year and if we win along
the way, that's great."

Having fun is an important
objective of the OCE women's
athletic program and Jane
speaks highly of the program, as
well as OCE's overall educational
system. She doesn't feel
scholarships given by larger
schools will harm OCE's
program. "Good athletes are
going to know where to find the
good
program
and
good
education. OCE will get girls
truly interested in working and
gaining academically," she said.
If so, OCE will be attracting
more athletes like Jane Ellis.

Bowlers open today
Men's and women's bowling
teams will take to the lanes this
afternoon for their first action of
the year when they travel to
Albany and take on Linn-Benton
Community College.
Ten men and eight women are
currently out for the two teams,
with six of the men and five of the
women returning from last year.
Back from the men's team,
which took second place in the
NAIA last year, are Stan Roth,
Tom Dahl, Len Peavy, Roger
LeClair, Jack Boatwright and
Ken Tamura. New faces in the
crowd are Don Frank, Dwaine
Kronser, Doug Hilfaker and
Randy Burke.

For sale: 10
two s e t s
•X
clinchers,
;X
For m o r e
Xj
P l a c e No.

s p e e d Bianchi bicycle with
of wheels, s e w u p s a n d
$140. 5-string banjo, $40.
information c o n t a c t , P a r k
13, 180 College St.

Xj For sale: TV, black a n d white, L "
!:::
Zenith, $30. S e e a t 375 W. Main St. a p t
X:
No. 5.
";X For sale: B a s s g u i t a r with c a s e , $100.
P e n t a x 35 m m Auto Bellows, $50.
G e r m a n Zither, $100. Call 838 3324
after 5 p.m.

|X

For sale: 180 c m Olin " A u t h i e r " skiis,
Geze bindings, poles, size 10 Nordica
boots. Giving up skiing. Used t h r e e
t i m e s . New $225, a s k i n g $100. Call
R a n d y a f t e r 6 p . m . a t 399 7984.
; For sale: '72 VW Bus. 7,000 m i . on rebuilt
engine and transmission. Extras
;
include AM FM radio (with 4
mounted s p e a k e r s ) , good s e m p e r i t
:
r a d i a l s , bed unit, t r a i l e r hitch, wing
windows. Excellent body. Asking
$3500. Call Kip o r Jill a f t e r 5 p . m a t
:
399 7984.
: For sale: Good c h e a p sound. E l e c
:
trophonic model 242 AM F M s t e r e o
:
receiver, 8 track cartridge player, 2
j
bookshelf speakers. Mint condition. 1
j
year old, asking $80. See Kim at 376 S
;
College No. 1 o r S P O 493.
I
;
;
,
:

Dr. Wilma Hein is coaching the
teams for the second year and
says that among the men
bowlers, Dahl is improved by
about 20 pins from last year,
Frank spent four years bowling
in the army while stationed in
Hawaii, and that Kronser was
averaging over 200 during
practice last week.
Returning from last year's
women's team, which took the
Oregon state championship and
second in the Northwest, are
Delia Katon, Pam Rehm, Linda
Mitchell, Nancy Ritz and Lynnea
Rake. Three freshmen have also
joined this year, Marsha Cooper,
Lee Gibson and Cecilia Urizar.

Wanted: M.D., 37, w a n t s t o g e t m a r r i e d .
Would like to meet attractive,
intelligent g i r l , 20 t o 28. If i n t e r e s t e d
please send picture and information
t o 812 L e v e r i n g Ave., a p t . 549, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90024.
For sale: P i a n o lessons. I h a v e B.M.
d e g r e e in o r g a n , c h u r c h m u s i c a n d
piano pedogogy. Older students
.preferred. Instrumentalists welcome.
S e e M r s . Nelda Leslie a t 399 Heffley
South, M o n m o u t h
Personal: H a p p y
Carson!!

Birthday

Personal:
R. S o r r y
psychology. T.

I

Johnny

forgot

the

Personal: H a p p y B i r t h d a y K a r e n !
Personal: Tony T h e d a y of r e c k o n i n g
has arrived. G.H.
Lost:
"Handbook
of
Diagnostic
T e a c h i n g " by M a n n a n d S u i t e r o n
T u e s . , Oct. 7 a r o u n d 8 p . m . Lost
between t h e E d building p a r k i n g lot
a n d Catron St. If you found t h i s ,
P l e a s e call 838 5017 o r s e e m e a t 164 S
Catron No. 3 $5. r e w a r d .
For sale: Locking c a r t o p s k i r a c k , $10.
S e e a t 375 W. Main St., Apt. 10.
F ° PS ® , ® :

' 6 6 ^ o r d w a g o n 289- a u t o m a t i c .
condition, best o f f e r . 838 4276.

He,P

wanted: E a r n u p to $1800 a school
y e a r or m o r e posting educational
l i t e r a t u r e on c a m p u s in s p a r e t i m e .
Send n a m e , a d d r e s s , phone, school
and references to : Nationwide
College M a rk e t i n g S e r v i c e s Inc., P O
Box 1384, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Call (313) 662 1770.

For sale: Red Head TG M 203 c c s k i i s
with N e v a d a G r a n d P r i x binding a n d
poles included. $125. Used o n l y o n e
s e a s o n . Call Roy a t 838 3976.
Personal: H a p p y b i r t h d a y S u s i e O . o n l y
15 m o r e d a y s . B. K. & L.

in the other. OCE beat CWSc
PLU
to UW. J
PLU while
white losing
toeing Hj
semi-finals round, OCE W
PSU and UW lost to WSU q,
beat WU in the consok
round for third place. p0rt]"
State won the tournament!
beating Washington State J
final match.
The scores were: OCE 15.9
15-13 over Central; 15-7 andu
over PLU; and 5-15 and 13.^
the first Washington match
15-8 and 16-14 in the second,
Yesterday the team had
match scheduled at Oregon $ta|
Tomorrow and Saturday it will,
to Portland to play in the
tland State Invitational.

Soccer fean
now 2-0
The OCE soccer team spoil,
Pacific University's homecomii
and set a new school record^
a convincing 9:0 victory in Fort
Grove last Saturday. The 0(
game was sparked by
standing team play. PU
allowed only one shot at the 0C|
goal during the entire game,
With its offense in full gear.ft
OCE team ran up the score to}
at the half. Johannes Tadesv
scored two goals for OCE durii
the half and Woody Admass
Tom Conergan and Scott Nag
each scored one.

The second half onslaughts
led by Cliff Villa's two
along with goals from Shimei
Gessesse and Admassu. Theni:
goals scored by OCE was
school record.
Saturday the team will be
Portland to take on a power!:
Judson Baptist team.

HAM MAN
STAGE LINES
Charter Serviu
-I-Public Address
System
+ Rest Room Equippei
+ Air Conditioned
+ Picture Windows
+ Air Ride

378-0525

Schedule
Service
Monmouth Depot
R 'n' L Super Drug
170 WeSt Ma in St.
LEAVE
Monmouth to Salem
Daily
7:10a.m.
1:20pK
10:18a.m.
4:30 p."'
5:45 p."1
Sundays & Holidays
5:15 p.m. & 6:30 p " 1
LEAVE
Salem to Monmouth
Daily
6:30a.m.
2:40 P-1
9:45a.m.
S^p"
Sundays & Holiday 5
3:30 p.m. & 6:00 p " 1
854 Front St. NE
Salem, Ore.
Phone 378-0525

faces WWSC next

Football team triples lucky 13,' beats OIT
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Shewbert with an 18 yard pass to
give OCE a 6-0 lead.
OIT got its only real shot at the
OCE end zone later in the second
quarter after OCE's Steve Sears
missed a 36 yard field goal at
tempt. The Owls, led by reserve
quarterback John Matnis, went
from their own 20 to the OCE
nine, relying mainly on short
passes. But the OCE defense
which leads the Evergreen
Conference with less than 200
yards given up per game this
year, forced a fumble, and OCE's
Abe Ahsing fell on it to help
preserve OCE's shutout.
The first half frustration of OIT
was shown in the fact that OCE's
defense didn't allow the Owls a
first down until four minutes into
the second period.
The game remained close
through the third quarter, with
the only score being a four yard

OCE football team's
fascination with scoring 13 points
game stayed somewhat intact
last weekend in Klamath Falls
when the gridders battled Oregon
Tech. But the defense outdid
iKeif by not giving up its magic
number of six or seven.
In short, the team scored 13
three times over, for 39 points,
and the defense gave up no
points, leading to OCE's fifth win
of the season, 39-0.
After playing a slow offense the
first three quarters, the Wolves
ballooned their 12-0 third quarter
score to 39-0 with four touch
downs in the fourth quarter.
Ray Nix, Dean Marek, Bill
Hildebrand an and Mark Ross all
scored for OCE in the final
quarter, with sophomore Mike
Bridges throwing TD passes of 19
yards to Marek and 84 yards to

First Downs
Rushes Yards
Passing
Pass Yards
Punts-Avg.
Penalties Yards
Fumbles Lost

Hilderbrand.
Neither teams' offense showed
much prowess in the first half, as
Oregon Tech punted on its first
three possessions and OCE
punted on its first two.

OCE
24
59-220
22-11 0

OIT
9
30-78
24 8 4

215
4-40.3
6-70
3 0

59
9 28.7
5-65
4-1

The third time OCE faced a run by Greg Shewbert, boosting
punting situation, punter Keith OCE to a 12-0 lead. Shewbert led
Morgan tried a fake punt, but was the game in rushing with 57 yards
pulled down short of a first down in 11 carries. In the fourth
on the Wolve 36. Oregon Tech quarter the offense exploded for
didn't prove to be much of a 27 points to make the game a
threat that close to the OCE goal, breezer.
however, as the Wolve defense
Nix, carrying his only time in
tightened up and Morgan in the game, took the ball into the
tercepted an Eddie Carter pass to end zone from three yards out.
give OCE the ball.
Steve Sears added the extra
Nine plays later, and less than point, and OCE led 19-0 with
a minute into the second quarter, 12:50 remaining in the game.
Tom Horn hit freshman Greg
Nearly six minutes later, at

7:08, sophomore Mike Bridges hit
Marek with a 19 yard TD pass
and, less than four minutes later,
he lofted an 84 yarder to
Hilderbrand. Sears' kick then
gave OCE a 32-0 lead.
Ross finished the scoring with a
six yard run with less than a
minute remaining and Sears' toe
lifted the score to 39-0.
The offense played its best
game of the year, with its
previous best being 24 points
against Eastern Washington. The
offense had a total of 435 yards
gained, while the defense, forcing
five OIT turnovers, held the Owls
to only 131 yards. The OCE team
had averaged 275 yards per game
offensively and 216 defensively
before the contest.
After the game, OIT coach Neil
Garrett said, "OCE is the best
team in the conference that I've
seen so far."
This weeks game, at 1:30 p.m.
here
against
Western
Washington, might prove a bit
tougher for OCE. Last weekend,
WWSC
bombed
Eastern
Washington 31-6. Bill Mendelson,
Western's top QB, threw a 42
yard touchdown pass, and run
ning back Fenton ran for two
touchdowns, one a 51 yarder. The
only Eastern score of the day was
on a fumble recovery by the
Eastern defensivemen.
The WWSC offense totaled 434
yards, 230 rushing and 204
passing, and had 21 first downs.
The out put raises their average
per game to 357 yards, but, as
their 1-4 season record shows,
their defense has given up nearly
400 yards a game.
OCE
bombarded
Western

Washington 40-6 last year, but
two years ago the Wolves fell 1914 on the home field.
OCE stayed in first place in the
Evergreen Conference with the
win and is now the only unbeaten
team in the Pacific Northwest.
Thanks to Southern Oregon losing
it's first EvCo game of the season
to Central Washington 41-14 last
Saturday,
OCE
has
sole
possession of first with a 3-0
league record. Eastern Oregon,
which beat Carroll College 26-12
in a non-leaguer last weekend,
moved up to second with a 2-1
record.
SOC's loss to Central put the
two teams into a tie for third
place in the Conference race.

SOC dropped to 1-1, while Central
improved its record to 2-2.
Western Washington, in win
ning its first game of the year,
moved into a tie with the team it
beat, Eastern Washington, for
fifth place in the league.
Meanwhile, Oregon Tech, which
won the league championship last
year, is buried on the bottom of
the heap with a 1-3 league record.
OCE
OIT

0
0

6
0

EvCo Standings
OCE
EOC
CWSC
SOC
WWSC
EWSC
OIT

6
0

27
0

W
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

L
0
1
2
1
2
2
3

39
0

(season)
(5-0)
(51)
(23)
(3-2)
(1-4)
(14)
(23)

This week in sports
\

Thursday, Oct. 23 - Bowling vs. Linn-Benton
C.C., in Albany.
Fri-Sat., Oct. 24-25 - Volleyball in PSU In
vitational, in Portland.
Saturday, Oct. 25 -- Field hockey vs. Boise State,
here at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25 - Football vs. Western
Washington, here at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25 -- Soccer vs. Judson, in Port
land at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25 -- Men's cross country in
Eastern Oregon College Invitational, in
La Grande at 11 a.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 28 -- Field hockey vs. Oregon State
JV, in Corvallis at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 28 -- Volleyball vs. Willamette, in
Salem at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 30 - Volleyball vs. Portland
State, in Portland at 6:30 p.m.

— _ _ _ _ y
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Train for the Navy's sky now.
If you qualify, you can sign up for Navy
flight training while you're still in college
and be assured of the program you want.
Our AOC Program (if you want to be a

Pilot) or our NFOC Program (if you want
to be a Flight Officer) can get you into the
Navy sky for an exciting, challenging career.

Be someone special. Fly Navy.

1
1
1
I

1

OFFICER PROGRAMS
NRD Portland

1

221-3041

1

(Collect)

|
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after reviewing government
statistics on the subject of
placement of college graduates.
The
projection
Bienstock
referred to is for the period 19721985. The projection puts 68 per
cent of the expected growth of
college graduates in the 'abor
force. This compares with a 24
per cent overall growth.
Last March the government
conducted a special survey of the
jobless in relation to level ot
formal education they had. The
study concluded that for high
school dropouts the jobless rate
was 15.2 per cent ; for high school
graduates, 9.1 per cent; for those
Herb Bienstock, head of the who had some college but did not
Bureau of Labot Statistics office graduate, 6.9 per cent; and for
in New7 York in an Associated
college'grads only 2.9 per cent.
Press interview.
"There is little question that it
He announced this conclusion

Labor outlook

seems good for

students of future
"The demand for college
graduates is expected to grow at
nearly three times the rate of
demand for all workers in the
American labor force," said

is more difficult for college grads
to find jobs today," Bienstock
said. "But the difficulties are
relative."
"In the 1950 s and I960 s
graduates were carried off on a
magic carpet," he said. "Com
panies were stockpiling brains.
They were convinced they were
going places, and that they could
find uses for those brains.'
However, when a recession
occurs, companies lose their
confidence in the immediate
future and aren't as inclined to
stockpile talent.
Demand for grads are not as
low as people tend to think. Last
June's graduates are finding
jobs, perhaps more slowly than a
decade ago, but they are getting
the jobs. In fact, while the nation

was losing jobs at the worst of tj.
recession, the number of j„L
rose for the professional atli
administrative categories, ac
cording to Bienstock.
He noted that the jobless ratej,
the professional category was
per cent last August. At the sat^
time the rate for administrate
categories was 3 per cent. |n
comparison, in the same mont:
the jobless rate for facton
workers was 12.7 per cent and f0,
unskilled workers, 16.2 per cent
Bienstock contends that j
employers had no college trains
applicants, then it is possible that
high school grads may be hired
But he added, "Employets
believe the credentials stand f®
something,, they feel the kid win
be able to grow into things."

center office.
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